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A comprehensive menu of Arnfield Fly from High Peak covering all 15 meals and drinks can be found here on the
food list. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the website.

What Scott Jackson likes about Arnfield Fly:
I don't know why we've never ate here before but the food was stunning to go with the views.i had the chicken

curry with a jacket.the curry was sweet with a kick thai style..the spring rolls were crisp...the service was
excellent read more. In nice weather you can even eat in the outdoor area, And into the accessible rooms also

come customers with wheelchairs or physical disabilities. What lawdylawdy doesn't like about Arnfield Fly:
Breakfast here one morning was pretty good, but I felt slightly expensive; sausages could have been better

quality. Good views across the reservoir, nice track to walk at one side. Dog friendly. Lady working the counter
was very pleasant and helpful. Website says it opens at 0800 but when we went there at 0810 the following day,

the man on the counter said well, yes, they were open, but wouldn't be cooking until abou... read more. For
breakfast, a tasty brunch is offered at Arnfield Fly in High Peak that you can celebrate as much as you like, For a
snack, the delicious sandwiches, small salads and other snacks are suitable. It should not be forgotten that there

is a comprehensive diversity of coffee and tea specialties in this locale, Those who are passionate about the
English cuisine will enjoy the extensive variety of traditional dishes and indulge in the taste of England.
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Sid� dishe�
JASMINE RICE

India�
CHICKEN CURRY

�a� specialtie�*
PAD THAI

Sata�
CHICKEN SATAY

Yak�-Gril� Menü
PRAWN

Ho� drink�
TEA

Coffe�
COFFEE

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
FISH

Appet�er�
SPRING ROLLS

SATAY

Dishe� ar� prepare� wit�
CHICKEN

SAUSAGE

COCONUT

TRAVEL
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